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Indirect Searches for Particle Dark Matter	


Torsten Bringmann

Dark matter all around

Figure 1: The galaxy distribution obtained from spectroscopic redshift surveys and from mock
catalogues constructed from cosmological simulations. The small slice at the top shows the CfA2
“Great Wall”3 , with the Coma cluster at the centre. Drawn to the same scale is a small section of the
SDSS, in which an even larger “Sloan Great Wall” has been identified100 . This is one of the largest
observed structures in the Universe, containing over 10,000 galaxies and stretching over more than 1.37
billion light years. The wedge on the left shows one-half of the 2dFGRS, which determined distances
to more than 220,000 galaxies in the southern sky out to a depth of 2 billion light years. The SDSS
has a similar depth but a larger solid angle and currently includes over 650,000 observed redshifts
in the northern sky. At the bottom and on the right, mock galaxy surveys constructed using semianalytic techniques to simulate the formation and evolution of galaxies within the evolving dark matter
distribution of the “Millennium” simulation5 are shown, selected with matching survey geometries and
magnitude limits.
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overwhelming evidence on all scales!
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Weakly Interacting Massive Particles
well-motivated from particle physics [SUSY, EDs, …]
WIMP “ miracle”

for weak-scale σ

measurement!
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up to dwarf-scale size for MeV-mediators!

(Torsten Bringmann)

~size of smallest
subhalos

i.e. not “~10-6” !
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Strategies for WIMP searches
at colliders

directly

indirectly

all complementary!
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Strategies for WIMP searches
at colliders

astrophysical probes of
matter distribution
see talks by Brooks, Yu,
Slatyer, Viel, Feng, Kersten, …

directly

indirectly

all complementary!
(Torsten Bringmann)

see also talks in ~8(!)
dedicated parallel sessions!
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Indirect DM searches
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DM has to be (quasi-)stable against decay...	

… but can usually pair-annihilate into SM particles	

Try to spot those in cosmic rays of various kinds
The challenge: i) absolute rates	

regions of high DM density	


ii) discrimination against other sources 	

low background; clear signatures
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Indirect detection of WIMPs
DM indirect detection:

Matter Candidates
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Fig.: Bergström, NJP ’09

“Boost factor”	

each decade in Msubhalo contributes roughly the same	

Figure 1. Illustration of the volumes in the solar neigbourhood entering the
calculation of the average boost factor in the dark matter halo. Here we have in
mind a dark matter particle of mass around 100 GeV annihilating into, from left to
right, positrons, antiprotons, and gamma-rays. The diﬀerence in size for antiprotons
and positrons depends on the diﬀerent energy loss properties, as positrons at these
energies radiate through synchrotron and inverse Compton emission much faster than
do antiprotons.

e.g. Diemand, Kuhlen & Madau, ApJ ’07

depends on uncertain form of microhalo profile ( cv ...) and dN/dM
(large extrapolations necessary!)
(still) important to include realistic value for Mcut !
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Figure 1: DM profiles and the corresponding parameters to be plugged in the functional forms
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JHqL

102of the computations
of eq. (1). The dashed lines represent the smoothed functions adopted for some
106
in Sec. 4.1.3. Notice that we here provide 2 (3) decimal significant digits for the value of rs (⇢10s4):
this precision is sufficient for most computations, but more would be needed for specific cases, such
102
as to precisely reproduce the J factors (discussed in Sec.5) for small angular regions around the
10
10
10-8 10-6 10-4 10-2
Galactic Center.

[NB: figure does not take into account cut-off
Next,
to determine the
duewetoneed
self-annihilation!
] parameters rs (a typical scale radius) and ⇢s (a typical

Moore
NFW
EinastoB
Einasto
Iso
Burkert

scale density) that enter in each of these forms. Instead of taking them from
the individual
1
simulations, we fix them by imposing that the resulting profiles satisfy the findings of
astrophysical observations of the Milky Way. Namely, we require:

Situation much better for e.g.
dwarf galaxies
- The density of Dark Matter at the location of the Sun r
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in [48]; see also [49]
) to
be ⇢ = 0.3 GeV/cm . This is the canonical
routinely
(Torsten
Bringmann)
Indirect value
Searches
for Particle Dark Matter ‒ 8
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The ‘golden’ channel
DM
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_
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e+

Gamma rays:
Rather high rates	

No attenuation when propagating through halo	

No assumptions about diffuse halo necessary	

Point directly to the sources: clear spatial signatures	

Clear spectral signatures to look for
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Gamma-ray flux
The expected gamma-ray flux [GeV-1cm-2s-1sr-1] from a
source with DM density is given by
d
(E ,
dE
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for point-like
⇤ sources:
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v⇥ann : total annihilation cross section
m
: WIMP mass (50 GeV m 5 TeV)
Bf

: branching ratio into channel f

Nf

: number of photons per ann.

{

{

: angular res. of detector
D : distance to source

particle physics

angular information	

+ rather uncertain normalization
(Torsten Bringmann)

high accuracy
spectral information
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Annihilation spectra

Bringmann & Weniger !2012"
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Secondary photons	

many photons but 	

featureless & model-independent	

difficult to distinguish from astro BG

good constraining potential
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Primary photons	

direct annihilation to photons 	

model-dependent ‘smoking gun’
spectral features near E = m

discovery potential
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More particle physics input
Sommerfeld effect	

strong enhancement of annihilation
rates for light mediators / heavy DM	

(particularly relevant for line signals)

Hisano, Matsumoto, Nojiri, Saito, … ’03 - ’06

Radiative corrections	


Bringmann & Calore !2013"

100

strong enhancement possible

10

total
tree level
internal bremsstrahlung U!1"
internal bremsstrahlung SU!2"

(in particular if tree-level rates are suppressed)	

x2 dN#dx

electromagnetic IB: line-like
spectral signatures or sharp steps	

electroweak IB: enhancement of
continuum part; can change
composition of final stable particles	

[disclaimer: list of relevant papers would full the whole slide…]
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TB & Calore, PRL ‘13

recent example: full calculation for MSSM

These contributions are very model-dependent!
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Signal vs. Background

Indirect searches with
gamma rays

Astrophysical
processes present significant backgrounds:
Diemand, Kuhlen & Madau, ApJ ’07

Possible targets include	

The Galactic center: brightest source in sky, but large backgrounds	

The Galactic halo: good statistics, angular information; significant backgrounds	

Dwarf galaxies: DM dominated, M/L~1000; fluxes soon in reach	

DM clumps: easy discrimination (once found); bright enough?	

Galaxy clusters: large substructure boost; good discovery potential, limits model-dependent 	

Extragalactic background: cosmological signal; hard to model, potentially very constraining
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Constraints: current status

NTRO

Summary ofphotons
LAT DM Search
Look for secondary
fromResults
DM

(What is the DM? — workshop@NORDITA)

[typical assumption: 100% annihilation into b̄b ]

arXiv:1110.6863

arXiv:1310.0828

Fig.: Brandon Anserson	


arXiv:1002.4415

arXiv:1205.6474

Indirect searches start to be very competitive!

11/5/2013

Andrea Albert (SLAC)
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• no solid detections,
but great progress with
varied
(Torsten Bringmann)
Indirect
Searches approaches!
for Particle Dark Matter

‒ 14

(Far) future of DM searches

Roughly one order of magnitude improvement
during last decade, expect ~same for next decade
(Torsten Bringmann)
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‘fundamental’ reach

(Far) future of DM searches

:= systematics
under control at
1% level

[light: 100x10yr Fermi]

further significant improvement possible with current technology 	

in particular space-based instruments (but need very large exposures)	

earth-based soon systematics-limited need to e.g. reject e--background!
(Torsten Bringmann)
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A signal from the GC?

statistical

Excess emission in inner Galaxy
and Galactic center region: 	


Goodenough & Hooper, 0910.2998 	

Hooper & Goodenough, PLB ’11	

Hooper & Linden, PRD ’11	

Abazajian & Kaplinghat, PRD ’12	

extremely high statistical evidence	

Macias & Gordon, PRD ’14	

Hooper, PDU ‘13	

relatively sharp peak around 1-3 GeV	

Hooper & Slatyer, , PDU ’13	

rotationally symmetric	

Huang, Urbano & Xue, 1307.6862 	

Abazajian, Canac, Horiuchi & Kaplinghat, 1402.4090	

roughly r 2.5 emission profile	

FIG. 10: The change in the quality of the fit, as performed in Sec. IV’s Inner Galaxy analysis
Daylan
etofal.,
1402.6703
Center analysis (right frame), when breaking our
assumption
spherical
symmetry for the

extends at least from ~10pc to ~1kpc

ratio is defined such that values less than one are elongated along the Galactic Plane, whe
elongated with Galactic latitude. The fit strongly prefers a morphology for the anomalous c
spherically symmetric, with an axis ratio near unity.

This seems strongly suggestive of a DM signal!
6

2

ln L (referred to as

(Torsten
Bringmann)
) extracted
from the likelihood

2

fit, as
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signal normalization depends on inner
slope profile

Constraints	


10−25

⟨σv⟩ [cm3 s−1 ]

Quark final states provide
excellent spectralDaylan
fit	

et al., 1402.6703
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Alves, Profumo, Queiroz & Shepherd, 1403.5027	

collider & direct detection experiments lead Berlin,
Hooper & McDermott, 1404.0022	

Izaguirre, Krnjaic & Shuve, 1404.2018	

to highly model-dependent constraints	

Kong & Park, 1404.3741	

indirect searches: model-independent
Han, Liu & Su, 1406.1181

Fig.: TB,Vollmann & Weniger, 1406.6027

DM interpretation

(NB: astrophysical uncertainties smaller than typical
TB,Vollmann & Weniger, 1406.6027
because DM profile is ~fixed!)

Astrophysical explanations face difficulties (so far)	

Hooper et al., 1305.0830	

milli-second pulsars: need large population	

Calore, Di Mauro & Donato, 1406.2706
“recent” bursts injecting high-energy population of electrons or protons:

spectral fit worse (at least for p); spherical symmetry out to kpc scales?	

Petrovic, Serpico & Zaharijas, 1405.7928	

…?
(Torsten Bringmann)

Carlson & Profumo, 1405.7685
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Line searches

No signals, but ever better limits	

Fermi: 5-300 GeV 	

 Ackermann et al,, 1305.5597
even lower energies (Fermi data): 0.1-10 GeV	

 Albert et al,, 1406.3430
analysis
until July 2013
HESS GCOur
analysis:
0.5-25 TeV(P7V6),
Ackermann et al,, 1305.5597
Consequences for the 130 GeV feature

Figures: courtesy C. Weniger

Line-feature
around
130 GeV:
Time-evolution
of significance

Dashed/dotted lines:
68% and 95% CL
expectation
containment regions for
for signal
true signal (green) and
statistical fluke (red).

expectation
for statistical
fluctuation
signal identification

Aug 2013

Definition of signal
measurement
Tempel,
Hektor & Raidal, 1205.1045	

Bringmann
et al., 1203.1312	

Trial-free
hypothesis

Weniger,
1204.2797
Bringmann+ 2012; CW

Signal interpretation
now excluded at >3σ

P-value (assuming P7rep best-fit; 21.5±11.2 expected, -9.0 observed):

Su & Finkbeiner, 1206.1616

Huge potential to improve limits:	


energy
range;hypothesis can be excluded at more than
Su & Finkbeiner
LAT dataGeV
alone,
the signal
Bands:2012;
Analytical
projection for ±1σ and ±2σ bands, assuming Gaussian Using
noise Fermi 65-260
2012;
Tempel+
2012
129.8 GeV line energy;
with S/B~0.35 (details in CW 2013, 1303.1798); projections do not take into
1D PDF
account expected improvements with PASS8

CTA, Gamma-400, CALET, DAMPE, …
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Flux (cnts s keV )

keV rather than GeV ?!
0.8

-1

3.5 keV X-ray line seen in	


Residuals

stacked cluster spectra	

Bulbul et al, ApJ ’14
Andromeda galaxy & Perseus cluster

2

instrumental lines “removed” through stacking 	

known atomic transitions cannot account for the
strength of the signal

bservational signature
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included in our model at their rest energies are Al xiii
(2.05 keV), Si xiv (2.01 keV and 2.51 keV), Si xii (2.18
keV, 2.29 keV, and 2.34 keV), S xiv3 (2.62 keV), S3.2
xv
(complex at 2.45 keV, 2.88 keV), Ar xvii (triplet at 3.12
keV, 3.62 keV, 3.68 keV), K xviii (3.47 keV and 3.51
keV), K xix (3.71 keV), Ca xix (complex at 3.86 keV,
3.90 keV, 4.58 keV), Ar xviii (3.31 keV, 3.93 keV), Ca xx
(4.10 keV), Cr xxiii (5.69 keV), Fe0.01
xxiv (complex at 6.62
keV), Fe xxv (complex at 6.70 keV, 8.29 keV, 7.81 keV,
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and Ni xxvii (7.79 keV). Initially, a total of 28 Gaussian
model components were included in 0the 2–10 keV energy
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285 MOS and PN background-subtracted
XMM-MOS
-5
Figure 3. Left Panel: stacked XMM-Newton
source spectra and particle background
spectra of t
10
MOS Detection
full sample. The spectrum of each observation was scaled to the rest frame prior to stacking. The total filtered exposure
time was 6+Ms f
Centaurus
MOS and 2 Ms for PN. The background MOS (in blue) and PN (in green) spectra show the e↵ect of smearing of instrumental lines, su
as Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni, as well as Al-K and Si-K fluorescent lines. The e↵ect is due to the stacking of background spectra
that+are scal
Coma
K XVIII (3.47 keV)
by di↵erent cluster redshifts. Right Panel: close-up view of 5.0
8.0 keV band
of the background XMM-Newton MOS
and PN spectra
-6
K XVIII
(3.51
keV)
Ophiuchus
10 background spectra. The background lines
the Perseus Cluster compared to the stacked
XMM-Newton
MOS
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promine
280
Ar XVII (3.68 keV)
in the stacked background spectra than in the single-source background spectra.
525.3 ks

siduals

ase space constraint m(Torsten
keV –> X-ray
s > 0.5
Bringmann)
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Fe XXV

Decaying 7 keV
sterile neutrino	

decaying axions	

eXciting DM	

millicharged
DM	

(Barger et al. 1995,
Dolgov et al. 2000)
see talks by
atomic DM	

M. Loewenstein and
…from
(already
citations)
e emission
dark 60+
matter
dominated regionsO. Ruchayskiy!
PN Background
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DM interpretation	


Coma
+ Centaurus

300

10

Al K

Full
Sample

+ Ophiuchus

305

PN

body radiative decay

XMM-MOS
Full Sample
6 Ms

3.57 ± 0.02 (0.03)

K XIX (3.71 keV)

stacked
spectrum, we examined the residuals in each
-7
10 band carefully. We found one significant unident
keV
fied residual
emission3.6
feature at E ⇡
3.4
3.83.55 3.57 keV
4
which
is not associated
with any plasma emission lin
Energy
(keV)
-8
in10the band. Near this line, there are four tabulated wea
thermal emission lines of K xviii (1s1 2s1 ! 1s2 ) at
rest energy of 3.47 keV, K xviii (1s1 2p1 ! 1s2 ) at 3.5
-9
keV,
a dielectronic recombination (DR) line of Ar xv
10
1
10
5
1
at 3.62 keV, Ar xvii
(1sTemperature
3p1 ! 1s2 )(keV)
at 3.68 keV, and
Plasma
1
1
xix (2p ! 1s ) at 3.72 keV.
Figure
Left to
Panel:
Eetimated
fluxesemission
of the K xviii
at the
In 4.
order
separate
the line
excess
feature
frore
and the K xix at the rest energy 3.71 keV as a function of plasma t
these weak contaminating K and Ar lines, we make co
of S xvi, Ca xix, and Ca xx from the stacked XMM-Newton MOS
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A caveat to the DM interpretation ?
Sgr A* region
• (l, b) = (359.944o,

rcmin
2x8 a

0.04605o)
• 8 arcmin ~ 0.02 kpc
• Remove point sources
(Fe line emission)

Expect to see a line even from the GC!	

Take Chandra observations, remove point-sources	

model continuum emission and known lines

6

Riemer-Sørensen, 1405.7943
0

0.059

0.18

0.42

0.89

1.8

3.7

7.5

15

30

6

signal
total flux in
line emission

after subtraction of
astrophysical lines

tional signature

ve decay

Einasto profile

Need more data: Astro-H…

FIG. 5. Mass-mixing angle constraints on sterile neutrino like dark matter candidates. Above/below the dashed black lines the
sterile neutrinos will be over/under produced relative to the observed dark matter density [22, 26]. The grey shaded regions
are X-ray exclusion lines from XMM-Newton and Chandra observations [54, 58, 59, with the first rescaled by a factor of two
Barger et al. 1995, Dolgov et al.
due2000)
to mass estimate uncertainties as recommended in Boyarsky et al. [29]] and the coloured regions is the parameter space
Bringmann)
Searches
Matter
ruled(Torsten
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results presented here. The cyan lines are for the caseIndirect
where the
entire 2-9for
keVParticle
interval Dark
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and‒the21

Indirect DM searches
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Neutrinos:
Unperturbed propagation like for photons	

But DM signal significance (for the same target) usually
considerably worse
New feature: signals
from the center of
sun or earth!
(Torsten Bringmann)

Fig. from J.Edsjö
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Neutrino signals
Ṅ = C
capture rate
( / scattering x-section!)

CA N 2 CE N
⇤ ⇥ ⌅
2

[evaporation rate]

A

Neutrino signal from center
of earth not competitive
with direct detection

Annihilation rate:

A

1
= C tanh2
2

t
CA C

C/2 in equilibrium
(=maximal signal)

IceCube predictions
MSSM-25 scan

(equilibrium typically not yet reached)

Neutrino signal from
sun leads to very
competitive limits on
spin-dependent
see talks by Rott,
scattering rates Bissok, deWith,
Kennet…

Figure 1.

Silverwood et al, JCAP ’13

(Torsten Bringmann)
Searches for Particle Dark Matter ‒ 23
Spin-dependent
(SD) neutralino-proton cross-section Indirect
SD,p (left), and spin-independent (SI)

Charged cosmic rays
DM

e+

_
p

DM

e+

GCRs are confined by galactic magnetic fields	

Random distribution of field inhomogeneities	

propagation well described by diffusion equation	

After propagation, no directional information is left	

Also the spectral information tends to get washed out	

Equal amounts of matter and antimatter	

focus on antimatter (low backgrounds!)
(Torsten Bringmann)
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10 GeV the positron fraction decreases with increasing
energy as expected from the secondary production of
cosmic rays by collision with the interstellar medium.
The positron fraction is steadily increasing from 10 to
!250 GeV. This is not consistent with only the secondary
production of positrons [17]. The behavior above 250 GeV
will become more transparent with more statistics which
will also allow improved treatment of the systematics.
Table I (see also [13]) also presents the contribution of
individual sources to the systematic error for different bins
which are added in quadrature to arrive at the total systematic uncertainty. As seen, the total systematic error at the
highest energies is dominated by the uncertainty in the
magnitude of the charge confusion.
Most importantly, several independent analyses were
performed on the same data sample by different study
groups. Results of these analyses are consistent with those
presented in Fig. 5 and in Table I (see also [13]).

model the eþ and e# fluxes, !eþ and !e# , respectively, are
parametrized as the sum of individual diffuse power law
spectra and the contribution of a single common source
of e$ :

Positrons

!eþ ¼ Ceþ E#!eþ þ Cs E#!s e#E=Es ;

(1)

Excess in cosmic ray positron data
triggered
E
þC E e
(2)
! ¼ Chas
(with E in GeV), where the coefficients C and C
some excitement:
correspond to relative weights of diffuse spectra forPAMELA
posi-

AMS-02
PAMELA
Fermi

-1

10

e#

#!e#

s

#!s #E=Es

+

+

-

(e ) / ( (e )+ (e ))

eþ

e#

trons and electrons, respectively, and Cs to the weight of
the source spectrum; !eþ , !e# , and !s are the correspond0.3
ing spectral indices; and Es is a characteristic cutoff energy
0.2
for the source spectrum. With this parametrization the
positron fraction depends on five parameters. A fit to the
data in the energy range 1–350 GeV based on the Adriani
number et al.,
0.1
Muller & Tang 1987
2
of events in each bin yields a " =d:f: ¼ 28:5=57 and the
MASS 1989
following:
!e# # !eþ ¼ #0:63 $ 0:03, i.e., the Nature
diffuse ’09
TS93
positron
spectrum is softer, that is, less energetic with
HEAT94+95
increasing
CAPRICE94energy, than the diffuse electron spectrum;
!e# #AMS98
!s ¼ 0:66 $ 0:05, i.e., the source spectrum is
harderHEAT00
than the diffuse electron spectrum; Ceþ =Ce# ¼
0.02
Clem & Evenson 2007
0:091 $ 0:001, i.e., the weight of the diffuse positron flux
PAMELA
amounts to !10% of that of the diffuse electron flux;
0.01
C0.1s =Ce# ¼ 0:0078
$ 0:0012,10i.e., the weight
of the com1
100
mon source constitutes only !1%
of that
Energy
(GeV)of the diffuse
electron flux; and 1=Es ¼ 0:0013 $ 0:0007 GeV#1 , corresponding to a cutoff energy of 760þ1000
#280 GeV. The fit is
shown in Fig. 6 as a solid curve. The agreement between
the data and the model shows that the positron fraction
spectrum is consistent with e$ fluxes each of which is the
sum of its diffuse spectrum and a single common power
law source. No fine structures are observed in the data. The
excellent agreement of this model with the data indicates
that the model is insensitive to solar modulation effects
for Particle
Dark Matter ‒ 25
[24] during this period. Indirect
Indeed, Searches
fitting over
the energy
0.4

Positron fraction

Aguilar et al.,
PRL ’13

e#

Are we seeing a DM signal ???

1

10

102

(Torsten Bringmann)

DM explanations
5000

Model-independent analysis:	


highly non-conventional DM!
+ significant radio/IC constraints…

50

2000
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1000

EF

EF

strong constraints on hadronic
modes from p̄ data	

e+ e or µ+ µ favoured	

large boost factors generic ‒ O(103 )

m channel

Pamela

500

Fermi

10

5

Hess exclusion
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2
1

MDM @TeVD
2
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Bergström, Edsjö & Zaharijas, PRL ’09

FIG. 1: The 2 contours in the enhancement fa
and c) the Arkani-Hamed et al. model AH4. T
used as an upper limit. The black dot is the ex

and: many good astrophysical candidates for primary
sources in the cosmic neighbourhood:
pulsars

Grasso et al., ApP ’09	

Yüksel et al., PRL ’09	

Profumo, 0812.4457

old SNRs

Blasi, PRL ’09	

Blasi & Serpico, PRL ’09

and further
proposals...

Very challenging to probe DM with positrons…
(Torsten Bringmann)
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16 to 350 GeV.
Arrival directions of electrons and positrons are used to
build a sky map in galactic coordinates, (b,l), containing
the number of observed positrons and electrons. The fluctuations of the observed positron ratio are described by
using a spherical harmonic expansion
3

Re-assessing the
Fact #1:
E 3 dN/dE [GeV2 (m2 s sr)−1 ]

100

Bergström et al. (2013)

mχ = 100 GeV
⟨σv⟩ = 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1

b̄b
10−1

10−2
Solid (dashed, dotted): L = 4 (8, 2) kpc
Dot-dashed: Urad + UB = 2.6 eV cm−3
10−3 −1
10

channel

Fact #2:

101

e+ e−
e+ e− γ
µ+ µ−
τ +τ −

+
e

100

101

102

E [GeV]

FIG. 1. The e± spectrum from annihilating DM, after
propagation, for diﬀerent annihilation final states, assuming ⟨σv⟩= 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1 . Solid lines refer to reference diﬀusion zone (L=4 kpc) and energy loss assumptions
(Urad + UB = 1.7 eV cm−3 ). Dashed (dotted) lines show the
eﬀect of a diﬀerent scale height L=8 (2) kpc. The dash-dotted
line shows the impact of increasing the local radiation plus
magnetic field density to Urad + UB = 2.6 eV cm−3 .

AMS provides data 	

i) with extremely high statistics	

ii) for which a simple (5 param) smooth 	

BG model provides an excellent fit

{

Sharp spectral features do exist,
for leptonic channels, even after
propagation!

a possible DM contribution to the positron fraction measured by AMS. As likelihood function,
we adopt a prod!
AMS-02
uct of normal distributions L = i N (fi |µi , σi ); fi is the
Fit to fraction
Data
measured value,
µi the positron
predicted by the
-1
10 σi its variance. The DM contribution enters
model, and
with a single degree of freedom, given by the non-negative
signal normalization. Upper limits at the 95%CL on the
DM annihilation or decay rate are therefore derived by
increasing the signal normalization from its best-fit value
until −2 ln L is changed by 2.71, while profiling over the
parameters of the background model.
2
We use data in1 the energy range
101–350 GeV; the10variance σi is approximated by adding the statistical and
systematic errors of the measurement in quadrature,
2
2
σi =FIG.
(σi,stat
+ σi,sys
)1/2
. Since
the fraction
total relative
error by
is AMS fit
6 (color).
The
positron
measured
always
(below 17%),
4 GeV
withsmall
the minimal
model.and
For at
theenergies
fit, both above
the data
and the model
dominated
by statistics,
we bin
expect
thisEven
approximation
to statistics
are integrated
over the
width.
with the high
be very
reliable.
The of
binning
of the
published
positron
and high
accuracy
AMS, the
spectrum
shows
no fine structure.
fraction follows the AMS energy resolution, which varies
between 10.4% at 1 GeV and 1.5% at 350 GeV. Although
we do not account for the finite energy resolution of AMS
141
in our analysis, we have explicitly checked that this impacts our results by no more than 10%.
As our nominal model for the part of the e± spectrum that does not originate from DM, henceforth simply referred to as the astrophysical background, we use
the same phenomenological parameterization as the AMS
Searches
for parameterization
Particle Dark Matter ‒ 27
collaboration in theirIndirect
analysis
[2]. This

Bergström et al. (2013)

0.2

AMS-02
mχ = 10 GeV
mχ = 100 GeV

Let’s do a spectral fit!
(Torsten Bringmann)

Spectral fit with positrons

Bergström, TB, Cholis, Hooper & Weniger, PRL ’13

~same procedure as for gamma rays...

[profile likelihood; no sliding energy window, 5 params for BG instead of 2]
10−23
10

Bergström et al. (2013)

dashed: Fermi LAT
solid: AMS-02 (this work)
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mass range, where
below 5 GeV, with d

⟨σv⟩ [cm3 s−1 ]
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NB:
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phenomenological m
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very energies
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10−28
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limits
‒ but[53,
only73, 7
tral
break
e+ e−
for
fewspiky
GeVspectra!
(both negl
−29
10
101
102
We cross-check our fi
mχ [GeV]
lepton measurement
background models
Most stringent existing limits on (light) leptoniclogical
states!
AMS parame
see also
Ibarra, Lamperstorfer & Silk, PRD’14 !
FIG. 3. Upper limits (95% CL) on the DM annihilation
cross
significantly. The ar
section, as derived
from
the
AMS
positron
fraction,
for
various
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Other wavelengths
e± also open up a large new window for indirect searches:
±
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408 MHz flux upper limit inside 4’’ cone gives
Gondolo, PLB ’00	

Sigl & Silk, MNRAS ’01	

particularly strong limits for spiky profiles	

 Bertone,
…

NB: recent B-field measurement — B & 8mG @ 0.1 pc — seems to make
main assumption of ~instant energy losses very realistic! Eatough et al., Nature ‘13
(Torsten Bringmann)
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Solar modulation with force field

Antiprotons
Small Background uncertainties:	


BêC range Hanuc =1, fF =500 MVL
BêC range Hanuc =0, fF =500 MVL
BG best fit HfF =765 MVL
0.5

1.0

TpTOA @GeVD
5.0

10.0

50.0

100.0

cc

Increase h vi, while profiling
over the other three params,
until 	

 ( 2 ln L) = 2.71

qq

<sv> @cm3 s-1 D

=836
26, f F
G=1.

10-5

DM limits:	


5 ¥ 10-27

1 ¥ 10-27

-27 ,

KRA propagation model

1 ¥ 10-26

0
.3¥1

5 ¥ 10-26

10-4

PAMELA 2010

solar modulation well described by forcefield approximation for Tp̄ & 0.1 GeV
simple 3-parameter background model
1 ¥ 10-25

bL=4

(mostly p + H ! p̄ + X)

0.001

sv Hb

B/C fixes propagation parameters	

~same uncertainty from nuclear physics	


FTOA
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(Torsten Bringmann)
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see also talk by C. Evoli

100

TB,Vollmann & Weniger, 1406.6027
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GC excess constraints

TB,Vollmann & Weniger, 1406.6027

Model-independent way to test DM hypothesis:
se e
M
look for other messengers!
. V t a lk
oll
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(Torsten Bringmann)
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GC excess constraints

TB,Vollmann & Weniger, 1406.6027

For leptonic channels, positron limits important	


se e
M
. V t a lk
oll
ma by
nn
!

“Democratic” scenarios
completely excluded	

+
(i.e. same BR to all ` ` )
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!

bottom line:

“Significant tension”
(Torsten Bringmann)

10

15

“Signal around the corner”
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Conclusions
Indirect searches have become extremely competitive
channel
h vitherm

probed for

γ-rays

antiprotons

positrons

radio (GC)

m . 30 GeV m . 50 GeV m . 100 GeV m . few⇥100 GeV
[for

e+e-]

[assumes cuspy profile
down to ~0.1pc]

…
…

ID provides powerful complementary probes
The future will certainly see more claims	

risk for false alarms	

one of those might be real — so don’t dismiss them too easily!	


Very interesting current indications	

[130 GeV feature: faded away]	

GeV excess @ Galactic center	

keV-line

Stay tuned !

(Torsten Bringmann)
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